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Abstract-We are concerned with the third order linear difference equation A3y(t- l)+p(t)Ay(t) 
+ q(t)y(t) = 0. First we prove some important identities for solutions of this equation. We then use 
these identities to prove three results. The first result gives criteria for which this third order difference 
equation is (1,2)-disconjugate. The second result gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
positive solution of this difference equation. Finally, we give criteria ensuring the disconjugacy of this 
third order difference equation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the third order linear difference equation 
&y(t) = A3y(t - 1) +p(t)Ay(t) + q(t)y(t) = 0, t E [a+ 1,b+ 11, 
where A is the forward difference operator defined by Ay(t) = y(t + 1) - y(t) and [a + 1, b + l] 
is the set of integers {a + 1, a + 2,. . . , b + 1). We assume p(t) and q(t) are real functions defined 
on the discrete interval [u + 1, b + l]. Since the equation C3y(t) = 0 can be solved uniquely for 
y(t - 1) and y(t + 2) all solutions of &y = 0 are defined on the (discrete) interval [a, b + 31. The 
results in this paper are partially motivated by the results in Gregus [l]. Recent results similar 
to our results here for even order difference equations are in [2,3]. 
The main results in this paper establish criteria under which &y = 0 is (1,2)-disconjugate 
and disconjugate on [a, b + 31. We will define these concepts later in the paper. We also give 
conditions for which &y = 0 has a positive solution. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
The first results of this section establish a Lagrange identity where the adjoint equation of 
[3[y] =Ois 
e&z(t) = A3z(t - 2) + A[& - l)z(t - l)] - q(t)z(t) = 0, 
for t E [u + 1, b + 11. Solutions z(t) of the adjoint equation are defined on [u - 1, b + 21. (In this 
section we also assume p(t) is defined at u). The two theorems in this section are basic results 
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yet, for the sake of completeness, we include their proofs. For an nth order result for a two term 
difference equation, see [4]. 
THEOREM 1. (Lagrange Identity) Assume y(t) is defined on [a, b + 31 and z(t) is defined on 
[CZ - 1, b + 21, then 
z(@3y(t) + y(t)l3+z@) = A{z(t); y(t)) 
for t E [a + 1, b + l] where {z(t); y(t)} (the Lagrange bracket of z(t) and y(t)), is defined by 
{z(t); y(t)} = z(t)A’y(t - 1) - Az(t - l)Ay(t) + {A2z(t - 2) + p(t - l)z(t - l)}y(t) 
fort E [a+l,b+2]. 
PROOF. For t E [a + 1, b + 11, consider 
A{z(t); y(t)} = A [z(t)A2y(t - l)] - A[Az(t - l)Ay(t)] + A [A2z(t - 2)y(Q] 
+ A [p(t - l)z(t - l)yV)] 
= z(t)A3y(t - 1) + Az(t)A2y(t) - Az(t)A2y(t) - A2z(t - l)Ay(t) 
+ A2z(t - l)Ay(t) + A3z(t - 2)y(t) + p(t)z(t)Ay(t) + A[& - l)z(t - I)] y(t) 
= z(t){ A3yP - 1) + MAY@) + NY@)} 
+ y(t){ A3z(t - 2) + A [p@ - l)z(t - I)] - q(t)z(t)} 
= z(@3y(t) + YG)l,+ z(t). I 
Define quasi-differences Diy(t), 0 5 i 5 2, associated with esy = 0 and quasi-differences 
D’z(t), 0 i i 5 2, associated with e;z = 0 by 
Day(t) = y(t), Dlytt) = 44% &y(t) = A2y(t - 11, 
Do+(t) = z(t), D;z(t) = Az(t - l), D;z(t) = A2z(t - 2) + p(t - l)z(t - 1). 
With this notation the Lagrange bracket can be written in the simple form 
{z(t); y(t)} = e(-1)‘D: z(t)&-iy(t). 
i=o 
For each fixed s let yi(t, s), 0 5 i < 2, be the solution of &.y = 0 satisfying the “initial 
conditions” 
Djyi(s, s) = &j, 05j52, 
where &iij is the Kronecker delta. Similarly let zi(t, s), 0 < i 5 2, for each fixed s be the solution 
of C;z = 0 satisfying the “initial conditions” 
D,tz&, s) = 6ij, O<j<2. 
Then, we have the following basic theorem relating the fundamental set of solutions {yi(t, s)}E, 
of e3y = 0 and the fundamental set of solutions {zi(t, s)}$, of e$z = 0. 
THEOREM 2. For 0 5 i, j 5 2 
Diyj(t, s) = (-l)i+j Dz+_jz2-i(s, t). 
PROOF. Fix 0 5 i, j 5 2. By the Lagrange identity 
{z2-i(t, tl); yj(t, t2)) = constant 
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(~2-dvl); Y.dvl)}l,l = {~2-&~1); Yj(t,tz)}~,; 
Equivalently 
54 De+z2_&l,tl) D24Yj(W2) = &-1)‘D: zz-i(tz,tl)~z-e’yj(tz,tl). 
e=o e=o 
Using the initial conditions we get that 
(-1)2-i Diyj(tl, t2) = (-1)2-j D2_j z&t& t1), 
which leads to the desired result. 
A special case of Theorem 2 is the formula 
y2(t2, t1) = za(t1, t2). 
Note that it follows from this formula that &y(t) = 0 has a nontrivial solution y(t) satisfying 
Y(h) = Y(h + 1) = 0 = Y(tz> 
iff f$z(t) = 0 has a nontrivial solution satisfying 
z(t1) = 0 = z(t2 - 1) = z(t2). 
To conclude this section, we define what is meant by generalized zeros of a function as done 
by Hartman [5], then we define disconjugacy, (2,1)-disconjugacy and (1,2)-disconjugacy. 
Assume y(t) is defined on [a, b + 31. We say y has a generalized zero at a only if y(a) = 0 and 
y has a generalized zero at to > a provided either y(to) = 0 or there is an integer k >_ 1 such that 
to - k 2 a, 
(-1)” y(to - k)y(to) > 0 
and if k > 1 
y(to - i) = 0, l<i<k-1. 
If no nontrivial solution of&y = 0 has three generalized zeros in [a, b + 31, then &y = 0 is said [53 
to be disconjugate on [a, b + 31. We will say y has a generalized zero of order k at a provided 
y(a + i) = 0, 0 I i I k - 1, and y has a generalized zero of order k at to when to > a provided 
y(to - 1) # 0 and 
(-1)” y(to - l)y(to + k - 1) L 0, 
where 
y(to + i) = 0 
for 1 5 i 5 k - 2 if k > 1. It is easy to show that no nontrivial solution of &y = 0 can have 
a generalized zero of order three (or higher). We will say that &y = 0 is (2,1)-disconjugate on 
[a, b + 31 provided no nontrivial solution of &y = 0 has a double generalized zero (generalized 
zero of order two) at tl E [a, b + l] followed by a generalized zero in [tl + 2, b + 3). Similarly we 
say !sy = 0 is (1,2)-disconjugate on [a, b + 3] provided no nontrivial solution for Csy = 0 has a 
generalized zero at some point tl E [a, b+ l] followed by a double generalized zero in [tl + 1, b+ 31. 
Hartman [5] does not make these latter definitions, but he proves that &y = 0 is (2,1)- and 
(1,2)-disconjugate on [a, b + 31 iff &y = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b + 31. We will use this result in 
the proof of Theorem 6. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
The results of this section provide criteria for the (1,2)-disconjugacy, the existence of a positive 
solution, and the disconjugacy of &y = 0. The first theorem gives us some very important 
identities for solutions of &[y] = 0. These identities are the analogues to the identity (1.6) in [l]. 
THEOREM 3. If y(t) is a solution of&y = 0, then 
t-1 
[y(t) + y(t + Q]A2y@ - 1) - PY@)I~ +1 (44 [y2(4 + Y(S)Y(S + I)] +PWY~W} = CT 
s=to 
fora+l<toItIb+2and 
to-1 
-[y(t) + ~(t + 1)]A2y(t - 1) + [AY@,]” + c (44 [y2(4 + Y(S)Y(S + I,] +PWY~(~} = D, 
s=t 
for a + 1 2 t 5 to 5 b + 2 where C and D are constants. Here we adopt the common convention 
that a sum is zero if the lower limit of summation is larger that the upper limit of summation. 
PROOF. Let y(t) be a solution of &y(t) = 0 and consider 
t-1 
c Y(S)~SY(S) = 07 
s=to 
for a + 1 5 to 5 t 5 b + 2. Written out, we have that 
t-1 t-1 
c y(s)A3y(s - 1) + c Y(S) [c&h&) + P(S)&&)] = 0. 
s=to s=to 
Using summation by parts on the first term, we get that 
t-1 t-1 
y(t)A2y(t - 1) - c Ay(s)A2y(s) + c y(s) [q(s)y(s) + P(+Y(s)] = constant. (1) 
s=to s=to 
Next for a + 1 5 to < t < b + 2 consider 
t-1 
c y(s+ lN3Y(S) = 0. 
s=to 
Written out, we have that 
t-1 t-1 
C y(s + l)A3y(s - 1) + c Y(S + 1) [ds)yW + P(s)AY(s)] = 0. 
s=to s=to 
Using another summation by parts on the first sum, we get that 
t-1 t-1 
Y(t + l)A2y(t - 1) - 2 Ay(s + l>A2y(s) + c Y(S + 1) [My(s) +~(+y(s)l = constant. (2) 
s=to s=to 
Adding both sides of (1) and (2) respectively, we get that 
t-1 
[y(t) + y(t + 1)]A2y(t - 1) - a-O [AYW~YW + AY(S + l)A2~(s)] 
t-1 
+ c [Y(S) + Y(S + 111 [q(Ms) -oar] = constant. 
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Simplifying, we have that 
t-1 
[Y(t) + ~(t + 1)]A2y(t - 1) - c +y(s)]’ 
s=to 
t-1 
+ c (4s) [y2(s) + y(s)y(s + I)] +~(s)Ay~(s)} = constant, 
s=to 
which leads to the desired result. The proof of the second half of this theorem is very similar, 
and hence, will be omitted. I 
THEOREM 4. Assume p(t) 5 0 on [a + 1, b + 21 and q(t) 2 0 on [a + 1, b + 11, then lay = 0 is 
(1,2)-disconjugate on [a, b + 31. 
PROOF. Assume &y = 0 is not (1,2)-disconjugate on [a, b + 31, then there is a nontrivial solution 
y(t) and integers tl, t2 such that 
Y(tl) 5 0, 
y(t) > 0 on [tl + 1, t2 - 11, 
YV2) = 0, 
Y@2 + 1) 2 0, 
where a 5 tl < t2 5 b + 2. By Theorem 3, y(t) satisfies 
tz-1 
- [Y(t)+y(t+l)]A2y(t-l)+[Ay(t)]2+x {q(s) [y2(s) + y(s)y(s + I)] +P(s)AY2b)) = D, (3) 
s=t 
where D is a constant. Letting t = tz, we get that 
D = -y(tz + 1) [y(tz + 1) + y(t2 - 1)] + [Ay(t2)12 
= -y(t2 + l)y(tz - 1) IO. 
Choose t3 E [tl + 1, t2 - 11, so that Ay(ta) < 0, A2y(t3 - 1) < 0 and Ay(t) < 0 on [t3, tz - 11. 
Letting t = t3 in (3), we obtain 
D = - [y(k) + y(t3 + l)]A2y(k - 1) + [Ay(t3)]2 
tz-1 
x c (44 [y2(s) + y(s)y(s + I)] +~(s)Ay~(s)} > 0, 
s=t3 
as Ay”(s) = y(s + l)Ay(s) + y(s)Ay(s) 5 0. This a contradiction and the proof is complete. 1 
In the next theorem only, we will assume p(t) and q(t) are defined on the infinite interval 
[u + 1,oo). 
THEOREM 5. If e3y = 0 is (1,2)-disconjugate on [a, oo), then &y = 0 has a nonnegative solution 
on [a,oo). If p(t) 5 0 and q(t) 2 0 on [a + 1, co), then &y = 0 has a positive solution on 
[a,~). If q(t) 1 0 on [u + 1,~) and q(t) $ 0 near co, p(t) = p on [u + l,co), and &y = 0 is 
(1,2)-disconjugate on [a, co), then l&y = 0 has a nonnegative solution with at most one zero in 
[a, m). 
PROOF. For n 2 a + 1, let un(t) be the solution of &y = 0 satisfying u(n - 1) = 1, u(n) = 0, 
~(71. + 1) = 0. Because of the (1,2)-d isconjugacy of &y = 0, u,(t) > 0 on [a, n - 11. Define 
G(t) = 
1 
&(u, + uZ(u + 1) + uZ(u + 2) 
un(t), 
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for n > a + 1. Then each vn(t) > 0 on [a,n - l] and vn(t) is a solution of Csy = 0. Also, 
vi(a) + u& + 1) + z&z + 2) = 1, 
for all n 2 a + 1. Let {nk}kzi be a subsequence of {n}~~+i such that 
i@nn(v,,(o), yn,(o + I), v,,(o + 2)) = (yo,yi, 92). 
Let v(t) be the solution of Csy = 0 satisfying 
v(a + i) = yi, 05i52. 
Then it follows that 
lim unk(t) = v(t) 
k-+x 
pointwise on [a, oo), where w is a nontrivial solution of Csy = 0. Also, we have that w(t) > 0 on 
[a, oo). 
Now assume p(t) 5 0 and q(t) 2 0 on [o + 1,oo). A close look at the proof of Theorem 4 
enables us to see that the above un(t) satisfy un(t) > 0 and Au,(t) < 0 on [a, n - 11. It follows 
that the above un(t) satisfy vn(t) > 0 and Aun(t) < 0 on [a,n - l]. But then it follows that the 
above nontrivial solution w(t) satisfies v(t) 2 0 and Au(t) 5 0 on [a,oo). Finally this gives us 
that w(t) > 0 on [a,co). 
Next assume p(t) E p, q(t) > 0 on [u + 1, oo) but q(t) $ 0 near 00, and f&y = 0 is (1,2)- 
disconjugate on [a, co). When p(t) E p the second identity in Theorem 3 implies 
to-1 
-[y(t) + Y(t + 1)]A2y(t - 1) + [Ay(t,]’ - py2(t) + c Q(s) [Y'(S) + !ds)?ds + l)l = D, 
s=t 
for some constant D (might be a different constant D). Letting y(t) = w,,(t) and to = nk, we 
get that 
for a + 1 5 t 5 nk. Setting t = nk gives us that D,, = 0 for /C 2 1. Hence, 
c Q(S) [vi* (3) + %k (S)% (s + 111 
s=t 
= [v,,(t) + G, (t + I>1 A2v,, (t - 1) - [Awn, WI2 + P& (9. (4) 
Fix t 2 a + 1 and let z be a real variable. Define, for z 2 t, a sequence {fnh}k2i of functions by 
Note that {fnk(xC)h21 is a sequence of nonnegative measurable functions which converges point- 
wise to 
f(x) = { 
q(s) [rJ2(s) + v(s)v(s + i)] 7 s<x<s+l,t<s<nk-1 
o 
7 2 2 nk 
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on [t, CO). Note that we can write (4) in the form 
J t O” fnk (x) dx = [on, (t> +G, (t + (t 1) - [AN + pv:, (t>. 
Using lemma, we obtain 
2 q(s) [w2(s) + w(s)w(s + l)] I [w(t) + w(t + l)] A2v(t - 1) - [A,(t)]’ + pu2(t). 
s=t 
It follows that 
[u(t) + w(t + l)] A2w(t - 1) - [Aw(t)] 2 + pu2(t) > 0, 
for t L a+l. If w(te) = w(tc+l) = 0, a+1 I to, then the above inequality gives us a contradiction 
when t = to. If w(u) = w(a + 1) = 0, then the above inequality gives us a contradiction when 
t = a + 1. Now if w(ts) = 0 for to L a + 1, then w(ts - 1) > 0, w(tc + 1) > 0, and hence, w has a 
double generalized zero at to. By the (1, P)-disconjugacy, we must have w(t) > 0 on [a, to - 11. It 
follows that w can have at most one zero in [a, co). I 
THEOREM 6. Assumep(t) IO on [u+l,b+l], q(t) 2 0 on [u+l,b+l] andforallts E [u+l,b+l] 
t-1 
IP(t)I 2 2 c Q(S)7 
a=to 
for to < t 5 b + 1. Then -&y = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b + 31. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4, Csy = 0 is (1,2)-disconjugate on [a, b+3]. By a result in Hartman [5], to 
show that &y = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b+3] it suffices to show that &y = 0 is (2,1)-disconjugate 
on [a, b + 31. Assume &y = 0 is not (2,1)-disconjugate on [a, b + 31, then there is a nontrivial 
solution y(t) with a double generalized zero followed by a generalized zero in [a, b+3]. The special 
case where y(u) = y(u + 1) = 0 and y has a generalized zero in [u + 2, b + 31 should be considered 
separately, but we will omit this special case as its proof is similar to our next arguments. Without 
loss of generality, we will assume tl > a, y(tl - 1) > 0, y(tl) = 0, y(tl + 1) > 0 and y(t) > 0 on 
[tl + 2, t2 - l] ([tl + 2, t2 - l] is the empty set if t2 - 1 < tl + 2 which is possible only in the case 
when y(tl + 1) > 0). 
By Theorem 3, 
[y(t) + y(t + l>lA2y@ - 1) - Py(tN2 
t-1 
+ c {q(s) [y2(s) + Y(~)Y(s + 1)] +~(s)Ay~(s)} = C, (5) 
s=t1 
where C is a constant. Setting t = tl, we get that 
C = y(tl + l)A2y(tl - 1) - [Ay(tl)12 = y(tl - l)y(tl + I) > o. 
Summing both sides of (5) from ti to t - 1 we obtain for t 2 tl 
t-1 t-1 
c y(s)A2y(s - 1) + c Y(S + W2y(s - 1) 
S=tl S=tl 
t-1 t-1 s-l 
= c [Ay(s)12 + c c {q(r)[y2(r) + Y(T)Y(T + I)] +P(+Y~(~} + c(t - td 
s=t1 s=t1 r=t1 
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Using two different summation by parts formulas for the two sums on the left hand side of this 
last equation, we obtain 
t-1 t-1 
2y(t)Ay(t - 1) = c M41” + c AY(S - l)Ay(s) 
a=t, s=t1 
t-1 S-l 
+ c c {l~WA[y~(~)l - 44[y2W + Y(T)Y(T+ 1)1} +C(t - tl). (6) 
Here we should now consider the two cases y(tr + 1) > 0 and y(tr + 1) = 0. We will only consider 
the case where y(tr + 1) > 0 as the other case is very similar. 
In this case, pick ts E [tr + l,t2 - l] so that 
AY(~) > 0, on [h,t3 - 11, 
.4~/(t3) 5 0. 
Now let t = t3 + 1 in (6) and subtract the last term of the first two sums on the right side of (6) 
to get that 
2y(t3 + l)&(k) - 2[.h/(t3)12 - &Ah - 1)4/(k) 
t-1 t3-1 
= 2 c [Ay(s)12 + c Ay(s - l)Ay(s) + C(t3 + 1 - tl) 
s=t1 s=t1 
+ 2 2 { IP(T)IAY~@-) - 47) [Ye + Y(T)Y(T + I)]}. 
s=t, 7=t, 
Simplifying the left hand side of this equation and using an inequality for the last term on the 
right hand side of this equation, we arrive at 
t3-1 t3-1 
[y(ts - 1) + y(ts)lAy(ts) 2 2 c PY(~I~ + c AY(S - lPJy(s) + C(h + 1 - td 
s=t1 S&l 
+ 5 F { IP(~IAY~W - q(dy2W + Y(T)Y(~ + 111). 
s=t1 r=t1 
Omitting the first three terms on the right hand side and summing by parts, we get that 
[y(t3 - 1) + y(tdlAy(t3) 
t3 3-l S-l 
> 8’I ~~(s)]y~(s) - 7gI AIP(~)IY~(~ + 1) - c q(T) [y2(d + ycT)ycT + l)l . 
T&l 
Since p(t) 5 0 and nondecreasing, Alp(~)] 5 0 and we can omit the middle term on the right. 
Further using y is increasing on [tl, tz] we get that 
[v(b - 1) + y(b)lAy(h) 2 2 lds)l - 2 F (I(T) Y2(s). 
s=t1 7=t1 
This implies 
But 
gives us our contradiction. 
[y(h - 1) + dt3)lAy(t3) > 0. 
b(t3 - 1) + y(tdlAy(t3) 5 0 
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